AS IT WAS ON RUN 3796
AT BERANANG (22/8/2016)
HARE :CLIFTON ALDEN JONES
After the dissatisfaction expressed on Run No 3795 despite the
generous & lavish ON ON, the pressure was on the hare to set a
reasonable long run in an area where a large area has been lost to
development. The hare together with his co hares were at a loss as they
had not anticipated the rapid pace of development from the time of
Hew’s run at the same run site. What were now left were 2 pockets of
old rubber and OP to the left and right of a vast expense of clearing.
The game plan was sealed after a tedious recce on a very hot Saturday
afternoon just before Monday.
From the run site it was a long 1.2 km run to old Bangi road to 1st check.
The 4.30 runners wasted much time checking across the road we were
told. Connecting paper was laid up the hill among old rubber on the right.
Up the hill, it was check 2 and a falsie to slow down front runners. Paper
was laid from the Old OP area until the edge of the secondary jungle.
Check 3 to confuse runners before the 1 km crossing to the 2nd pocket
of secondary jungle & OP. Check 4, 5 & 6 were to ensure runners
are kept together at the fringe and nobody gets back before 7.30pm.
Total distances on the GPS 12.3KM.
1st runners out, Monkey, Ah Meng, sotong and a few others at 7.30pm
followed by Hoi Loong Wong slightly later. The rest staggered in with the
last runner in after 8.00pm to a refreshing watermelon, fried fish and
noodle provided by the generous hare.
Mother hash has a new music man in Tony Maido who came complete
with his guitar & song Book stand although he was not able to figure out
how it works until taught by none other than Billy No Hair. Keep it up
man!
Circle started at around 8.30pm with a new butler on duty from the
recent 5 recruits by Chew Leng Chai.
Hare and Co hares were acknowledged for the well thought out run
which could well be the last in this otherwise beautiful run site. No

more long enough runs will be possible in this area for Mother Hash after
this. Another run site gone forever to Development! What a shame!
The highlight of the night, On Cash, only 2 Chowkar on his list, both
battling to be infamous as being longest on the outstanding Sub list.
Mother Hash should fight back and slap them with compound interest at
10% per day!
Next week’s hare Ah Chai sent his representative, Kenny Saw, to give
verbal instruction to his run site & a little hint as to what to expect.
Members don’t give the Merdeka run a miss & be very surprised with
what has been planned for you.
Kenny, acting as Bomoh for the night, charged On Sec for been bribed
by the Koreans last Monday. The run was under 1 hour on well-trodden
path & was considered too short and should have been fined. But in all
fairness, it was a good effort by the virgin hare & inexperienced co
hares. Rules are not casted in stone & the On Sec should be allowed to
exercise some discretion. After all the On Sec is always RIGHT!
Next the new members of Mother hash were hauled up for not been in
proper attire. On Cash was called to sell them a Mother Hash shirt each
but because he has run out of stock he will give the one each FOC.
There were a few charges from the weekend event at the royal stout
where Hardy accused Ninja who was acting as MC for the event, of
been long winded cutting his dancing time with his unmentionable. Ninja
followed up with complains against hardy of being left hungry for the
night. AhKah & Monkey who proudly proclaimed as Mother Hash
Members were charged for registering for the event with unmentionable
Chapters.
Dennis Khoo brought his old & out of commission hash horn in an
attempt to hoodwink On Sec, past & present, to practice their blow job.
Nice attempt Dennis but it wouldn’t work!
At close to 9.00PM circle ends, Members were treated to an alley of
Indian sumptuous food. By 9.40 both food and beer had ran out & it was
a perfect close to a lovely evening.
Thanks you! Clifton for the wonderful evening!
Thank you Hash Dragon.

